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Learning Penetration Testing with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize Python scripting to execute effective and efficient penetration tests


	About This Book

	
		Understand how and where Python scripts meet the need for penetration testing
	
		Familiarise yourself with the process of highlighting a specific methodology to exploit an environment to fetch...
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Getting Started with Containerization: Reduce the operational burden on your system by automating and managing your containersPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Choose the smarter way to learn about containerizing your applications and running them in production.

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy and manage highly scalable, containerized applications with Kubernetes
	
			Build high-availability Kubernetes clusters
	
			Secure your...
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Enhanced Bayesian Network Models for Spatial Time Series Prediction: Recent Research Trend in Data-Driven Predictive Analytics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	This research monograph is highly contextual in the present era of spatial/spatio-temporal data explosion. The overall text contains many interesting results that are worth applying in practice, while it is also a source of intriguing and motivating questions for advanced research on spatial data science. 
	


	
		The...
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Firefox HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Firefox Hacks is ideal for power  users who want to maximize the effectiveness of Firefox, the next-generation web  browser that is quickly gaining in popularity. This highly-focused book offers  all the valuable tips and tools you need to enjoy a superior and safer browsing  experience. Learn how...
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Content Networking FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
A comprehensive introduction to the theory and practical applications of content networking 

	
    Get a strong introduction to the basic networking concepts necessary for content networking, including network address translation, IP multicast content delivery, quality of service, and...
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Webwork in ActionManning Publications, 2005
This book is very much what the title says: a book about working on web-based applications, using real-world examples along the way. That’s what WebWork emphasizes: working on your project, not wrestling with your framework. Although it isn’t the most-used web framework in the Java world, WebWork is widely known as the most refined, and...
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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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Shell Scripting Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005
In today’s IT environment, harried system administrators are finding themselves more overworked than ever. This book helps them regain some of the lost time spent creating and testing shell scripts, and guides readers through more than 150 much-needed and practical real-world examples. 

Because all scripts found in this book are...
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Mac OS X for Unix GeeksO'Reilly, 2002
If you're one of the many Unix developers drawn to Mac OS X for its BSD core, you'll find yourself in surprisingly unfamiliar territory.  Even if you're an experienced Mac user, Mac OS X is unlike earlier Macs, and it's radically different from the Unix you've used before, too.
Enter "Mac OS X for Unix Geeks" by Brian Jepson and...
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iPhone SDK Application Development: Building Applications for the AppStoreO'Reilly, 2009
This practical book offers the knowledge and code you need to create cutting-edge mobile applications and games for the iPhone and iPod Touch, using Apple's iPhone SDK. iPhone SDK Application Development introduces you to this development paradigm and the Objective-C language it uses with numerous examples, and also walks you through the many SDK...
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DotNetNuke 5 User's Guide: Get Your Website Up and Running (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
An authoritative introduction to implementing DotNetNuke Web sites, by experienced DotNetNuke implementers and trainers

An impressive author team shows you how to easily build Web sites with a variety of content features - no programming experience required.      

If your goal is to build the site without worrying about the...
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Anti-Social BehaviourOpen University Press, 2008

        From the Daily Mail's claim of Britain being named ‘Yob Capital of Europe’, to the headline in The Times of ‘Tearaway given ASBO at 10’, the subject of anti-social behaviour has been given a huge amount of political, social, media, public policy and academic interest in recent years.
    ...
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